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Abstract: Condition-Based Probabilistic Safety Assessment (CB-PSA) makes use of inspections and 

monitoring information on Systems, Structures, and Components (SSCs) to update risk quantities. In this 

paper, we show the benefits of exploiting the condition-based estimates for taking maintenance decisions on a 

SSC undergoing multiple degradation mechanisms. To develop the method, we make reference to a 

spontaneous Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) Accident Scenario in a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). The 

SG is susceptible to multiple degradation mechanisms, i.e., Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) and pitting. Tube 

plugging and Water Lancing and Chemical Cleaning (WL-CC) can be performed, before leading to a SGTR 

accident. Decisions must be taken on the maintenance strategy to perform at each inspection cycle. Results of 

a case study regarding SGTR show that the decisions based on the risk estimates provided by a CB-PSA 

approach allow controlling the SGTR risk at minimum maintenance cost. 
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Acronyms 

CB-PSA  Condition-Based Probabilistic Safety Assessment 

CDF  Core Damage Frequency 

ET   Event Tree 

FT   Fault Tree 

MLE  Maximum Likelihood Estimation 

NHPP  Non-Homogeneous Poisson Processes 

NPP  Nuclear Power Plant  

NRC  US Nuclear Regulatory commission 

OD   Operator Depressurization 

PDF  Probability Density Function 

PSA  Probabilistic Safety Assessment  

PWR   Pressurized Water Reactor  

RCS   Reactor Coolant System  

RWST  Refueling Water Storage Tank 

SCC  Stress Corrosion Cracking  

SG   Steam Generator  

SGTR  Steam Generator Tube Rupture 

SSC   Systems, Structures, and Component 

WL-CC  Water Lancing and Chemical Cleaning 

  

Nomenclature 

t  Inspection cycle 

a  Crack size in axial direction 

x  Pit size in through-wall direction 

K  Stress intensity factor  

F  Geometric factor 

d  Actual outer tube diameter 

ts  Actual thickness of the tube  

ΔP  Actual pressure difference between the inner and the outer sides of the SG tube 

m  Expected number of pits initiated within the two successive inspection cycles t and t+1 per SG 

n  Number of pits that are initiated during the t-th cycle 

Su  Ultimate tensile strength  

Sy  Yield strength 

Tm  Expected mission time of SG  

Pb  Burst pressure of an unflawed virgin tube 

mb  Bulging factor 
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑡
  Crack growth rate 

fSGTR Frequency of SGTR occurrence 

fTR  Expected rupture frequency in cycle t 

Ntb(t) Number of available tubes at cycle t 

dnom  Nominal outside diameter of SG tube 

ts,nom Nominal thickness of SG tube 

ΔPnom Nominal pressure difference between the inner and the outer sides of the SG tube 

Wnom Nominal Power of the NPP 

Pin,nom Primary side pressure 

Pout,nom Secondary side pressure 

alim  Plugging limit caused by SCC cracks  

acr   Critical crack length  

λ(t)  Power law intensity function  



Λ(t)  Expected number of initiated pits per SG  

g(x)  Pit growth rate 

TWDlim NRC Plugging limit with respect to Through Wall Depth 

TWD Through Wall Depth 

TWDcr Failure threshold induced by pitting 

Bc  Initial budget of each cycle 

S(t)  Saved budget till cycle t 

B(t)  Cumulative available budget at cycle t  

Np(t) Number of tubes that should be plugged 

F(t)  Number of tubes failed 

CDFSCC (t) Core damage frequency if no plugging is enforced to counteract SCC 

CDFP (t) Core damage frequency if no maintenance is enforced to counteract pitting 

CDFMD,SCC Core damage frequency induced by SCC after maintenance decision is taken 

CDFMD,P Core damage frequency induced by SCC after maintenance decision is taken 

CDFNRC,SCC Core damage frequency from the enforcement of the NRC guidelines for maintenance 

CDFstatic Core Damage Frequency calculated by the traditional PSA method 

` 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is a formal and systematic approach to quantifying the risk of accidents 

in industrial systems and plants (NRC, 1983; NRC, 2011; Aven & Zio, 2014; Zio, 2018). In current PSA 

practice, risk measures (such as Core Damage Frequency (CDF) of Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs)) are 

calculated by formal methods like Event Trees (ETs) and Fault Trees (FTs), based on the information available 

on the Systems, Structures, and Components (SSCs) prior to operation (i.e., generic data, codes and expert 

opinion) (NRC, 1975; Zio, 2007; ASME, 2009). Then, the risk assessment is updated with as specific 

information becomes available on the SSCs and their logical configuration (i.e. living PSA (IAEA, 1999)). 

Even though PSA is believed to reflect the actual status of the specific plant, it is mostly obtained from generic 

data of other plants similar by design, giving the picture of a prototypical plant, rather than the specific plant 

(Lewandowski, et al., 2016; Mandelli, et al., 2018), and does not fully account for the time processes of aging 

and degradation for updated risk measures estimations (Wang, et al., 2016; Alaswad & Xiang, 2017; Liu, et 

al., 2017; Kim, et al., 2018).  

On the other hand, digitization of industrial system and plants in the ongoing 4th industrial revolution brings 

new opportunities for aging and degradation monitoring by intelligent sensoring the SSCs and manipulation 

of the, therefore, available data (Zio, 2018). Inspection and/or monitoring data related to the SSCs status can 

allow specific condition-based updating of the risk measures quantification, within a risk assessment 

framework that can be called Condition-based PSA (CB-PSA) (Di Maio, et al., 2018; Zio, 2018).  



In this study, we show that the dynamic provision of condition-based risk measures estimates enables ranking 

the contribution to risk of different failure mechanisms affecting the SSCs and, consequently, prioritizing 

maintenance activities.  

The methodology is presented with respect to a spontaneous Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) accident 

scenario that may occur in a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) (Di Maio, et al., 2018). Different degradation 

mechanisms that affect the SG tubes integrity are considered (Diercks, et al., 1999). Stress corrosion cracking 

(SCC) and pitting are eventually mentioned as the mechanisms most contributing to SGTR (Riznic, 2017). To 

counteract these degradation mechanisms, some maintenance strategies like tube plugging and Water Lancing 

and Chemical Cleaning (WL-CC) are commonly implemented (EPRI, 1996). These maintenance strategies are 

usually enforced according to regulatory guideline when corrosion reaches specific thresholds of developments 

(IAEA, 2006; IAEA, 2017). These strategies are found to be non-optimal (Wade, 1995): numerous cases of 

unnecessary plugging have been reported worldwide (EPRI, 2003) arguing that the risk related to possible 

NPP accidental scenarios generated by SG degradation is neither optimally controlled nor cost-efficient. In 

this study, we propose a decision framework, based on CB-PSA risk measures estimates for the operators to 

dynamically choose, at each inspection cycle, the optimal maintenance action to be undertaken to trade-off the 

risk of any accident that might be induced by a SGTR and the related maintenance cost. Indeed, realistic case 

of constrained budgetary resources is assumed, challenging for the operator choice on the maintenance strategy 

to be adopted (i.e. not only beneficial for safety but also economically affordable). The results show that the 

proposed framework enables the decision maker to predict the degradation evolution, predict the tube failure 

time, calculate the risk of SGTR failure due to the multiple degradation mechanisms and prioritize the 

maintenance actions, under budget constraints (Dube, et al., 2015). It is shown that the operators can optimally 

take the safest and most economic decision for maintenance, with respect to the state-of-practice NUREG 

report (NUREG/CR-6365, 1996).  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the physical description of the spontaneous SGTR 

accident scenario, the SG model, and the SCC and pitting models. Section 3 illustrates the procedure for 

prioritization of the maintenance activities, based on the risk estimates provided by the CB-PSA approach. 

Section 4 presents the application to a case study, and a sensitivity analysis of the results. In Section 5, some 

conclusions are drawn. 



 

2. THE SPONTANEOUS SGTR ACCIDENT SCENARIO 

The SGTR accident scenario is one of the most significant for NPPs safety, because it can lead to core damage 

(Diercks, et al., 1999). “The [steam generator tube] rupture can range from a failure of a small pit or crack in 

one tube to multiple, double-ended tube ruptures in a single generator or simultaneous ruptures in all steam 

generators.” (quoting (NUREG/CR-6365, 1996)). It could lead to a modest release of radioactive material to 

the environment, but also, if not properly controlled, to severe core damage and substantial release of 

radioactive materials. In this study, the spontaneous SGTR accident scenario in a typical PWR (in our case, 

the Zion NPP, without loss of generality) is analyzed. It is assumed that tube ruptures are caused by multiple 

degradation mechanisms, specifically SCC and pitting, which are main contributors to tube ruptures (Wade, 

1995), although with different risk implications (SCC may lead to large offsite radiological consequences, if 

operators action are not taken properly, whereas pitting does not pose significant consequences because it 

shows a very well-defined leak-before-break character (Laskowski & Hudson 1986)). However, leak-before-

break recognition requires the SG to be equipped with a leakage monitoring system to avoid the escalation of 

leaks into ruptures by prompt plugging before rupture (rather than relying only on periodic SG tubes 

inspections that may overlook leakages before rupture). In this methodological work, we conservatively 

neglect that the SG tubes can be monitored for leakage detection and consider SG tubes inspections as the only 

strategy to verify whether initiated pits are leak tight with Through-Wall Depth  (TWD) not exceeding the 

pitting failure threshold (TWDcr), or that cracks length (a) does not exceed the SCC failure threshold (critical 

crack length (acr)). 

 In a traditional level 1 PSA, the SGTR accident scenario is modeled by an ET (Kloos & Peschke, 2017) (see 

Fig. 1), where the core damage is one of the possible end state reached after the Initiating Event of SGTR is 

triggered, with frequency fSGTR estimated as: 

𝑓𝑆𝐺𝑇𝑅 =
𝑁+1/2

𝑇
            (1) 

where N = 3 is the number of SGTR occurrences in T = 499 years of similar NPPs operations, irrespectively 

of the failure mechanism that has induced the SGTR (the interested readers are invited to refer to (Sattison & 

Hall, 1990; Kim, et al., 2015) for further information). A simplified event tree with a spontaneous SGTR 



initiating event potentially leading to core damage is shown in Figure 1. Some safety functions/systems are 

considered and modelled to mitigate the SGTR effects, namely: the operator driven plant depressurization 

(OD), the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) refill and, finally, the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) heat 

removal. If all the safety functions/systems are operational, the plant end state would result to be safe, whereas 

if any of them fails, core damage occurs. In the ET of Figure 1, the frequency of IE is computed from Eq. 1, 

resulting in a value of 7.01×10-3 per reactor year and the probabilities of failure of operator depressurization 

OD, RWST and RCS are taken equal to 1.8×10-4, 2.4×10-8, 5.6×10-5, respectively, from (Lewandowski, et al., 

2016). The ET (static) approach of Figure 1 provides a Core Damage Frequency CDFstatic (constant in time) 

equal to 1.65×10-6 per reactor year. 

  

 

 

Figure 1: Simplified event tree for a spontaneous SGTR 

 

In CB-PSA, we rely on models of the multiple degradation mechanisms (i.e. SCC and pitting, in this case) to 

calculate fSGTR: onset, formation, and propagation models of SCC, besides models of initiation and growth of 

the pits, are used to predict the degradation progression and, finally, to update the values of fSGTR and CDF.  



 

2.1. The steam generator 

We consider the Zion PWR NPP, with SGs of 3.6 m of diameter and 21 m of height of Alloy 600 (as originally 

used in PWRs, but nowadays replaced by alloys more resistant to SCC). Each SG weighs 800 t and consists 

of a bundle of Ntb =3592 inverted U-shaped tubes with design nominal outside diameter of dnom equal to 22.23 

mm. The design nominal thickness ts,nom is equal to 1.27 mm to withstand a design nominal pressure difference 

on the tube wall equal to ΔPnom =8.3 MPa. Details on the Zion NPP parameters are provided in Tables 1 and 

2, together with their uncertainties (Lewandowski, 2013; Di Maio, et al., 2018).  

 

Table 1: Parameters of the Zion NPP (Lewandowski, et al., 2016) 

NPP Operating Conditions  

Nominal Power Wnom 1110 MWe 

Primary side pressure  Pin,nom 15.2 MPa  

17.13 MPa  

  

Secondary side pressure  Pout,nom 6.9 MPa  

SG Parameters  

Number of tubes Ntb 3592  

Material  Alloy 600MA  

Ultimate tensile strength (UTS) Su 713 MPa   

Yield strength (YS) Sy 362 MPa  

 

Table 2: Uncertainty in tubes parameters (Di Maio, et al., 2018) 

Parameter  Nominal Value  Uncertainty  

[uniform distribution] 

Outside diameter dnom 22.23 mm  +/- 0.5 mm 

Thickness ts,nom 1.27 mm  +/- 12.5%   

Nominal pressure difference ΔPnom 8.3 MPa +/- 1 MPa 

 

2.2. The SGTR degradation mechanisms 

The most significant degradation mechanism that can affect an SG leading to offsite radiological consequences 

that can be large, if actions are not properly taken is SCC, which contributes to 60 to 80 percent of tubes defects 

requiring plugging. Pitting and fretting collectively account for 15 to 20 percent, whereas the remaining 

percentage is due to denting (Chatterjee & Modarres, 2011).” 



In this work, we complement the analysis in (Di Maio, et al., 2018) by considering the simultaneous effects of 

multiple degradation mechanisms on the spontaneous SGTR accident scenario and investigating the 

maintenance activity to be performed at each t-th inspection cycle, here taken equal to two years, when 

inspection of the SG is also allowed due to core refueling. In line with  (Karwoski, 2009), we assume the 

strictest sampling strategy for SG tube inspection, consisting in inspecting 100% of the SG tubes, at each 

inspection cycle t = 2 years. Degradation in tubes is inspected with techniques that are assumed to be perfectly 

reliable. For the prevention of tube rupture, it is assumed that plugging and WL-CC are performed as 

maintenance strategies to counteract SCC and pitting, respectively. Alternatively, instead of plugging the tubes 

with medium-sized cracks, sleeving can be selected as another option of maintenance. However, since sleeving 

imposes higher operational costs than plugging (Wade, 1995), it is opted out of this research. 

In this research, two different separate approaches are used to model the two main degradation mechanisms 

affecting SG performance, that are SCC and pitting. While the axial growth rate of the stress corrosion cracks 

is modeled by the Scott model (Cizelj, et al., 1995), the through-wall penetration rate of the pits is modeled by 

the Turnbull model (Turnbull, et al., 2006). Both degradation models describe a one-dimensional damage to 

SG tubes, modelling axial crack length growth and pit depth growth, respectively for SCC and pitting. The 

models describing for SCC and pitting are briefly presented in the following Sections.  

2.2.1. Stress corrosion cracking 

The tube cracking process induced by SCC can be divided into three phases: onset, formation, and propagation 

(Di Maio, et al., 2018). Crack onset and formation are modelled based on the real data collected in the Zion 

NPP (see (Lewandowski, et al., 2016)). 

To estimate the onset probability of cracks in the SG, a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) approach is 

used to fit the available data collection (see (Lewandowski, et al., 2016) for further details) to a Weibull 

distribution, with Probability Density Function (PDF) of Eq. 2 whose parameters b and λ are equal to 0.3654 

and 30.1609, respectively: 

𝑓(𝑡) =
𝑏

𝜆𝑏 𝑡𝑏−1𝑒
(

−𝑡

𝜆
)

𝑏

          (2) 

For cracks formation, it is assumed that in about 9.3 years (with standard deviation of 3.2 years), at the 

operating temperature of 330 °C, axial microcracks reach a critical length of 0.1 mm at which propagation 

becomes faster (Cizelj, et al., 1995). Following the Scott model (Cizelj, et al., 1995), which is an empirical 



model that depends on the material property, tube dimension and pressure difference of the tube bundles, the 

crack growth rate 
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑡
  which grows in the axial direction is modeled as in Eq. 3: 

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛼𝑠. (𝐾 − 𝐾𝑡ℎ)𝛽𝑠          (3) 

where αs, βs and Kth are constant values, and the stress intensity factor K is derived from Eq.4: 

𝐾 = 𝐹
𝛥𝑃.𝑑

2𝑡𝑠
√

𝜋𝑎

2
           (4) 

where F is a geometric factor, ΔP is the actual pressure difference between the inner and the outer sides of the 

SG tube, d is the actual outer tube diameter, and ts is the thickness of the tube (see Table 2 for ΔPnom, dnom, and 

ts,nom, the design nominal values of the actual values ΔP, d, and ts that may be different than the design nominal 

values because of uncertainty (as listed in Table 2)). The design nominal values of the crack growth parameters 

are listed in Table 3, along with their uncertainty bounds: 

Table 3: Parameters of crack growth used in the Scott model (Di Maio, et al., 2018) 

Parameter Minimum Maximum Nominal 

𝛼𝑠 2.5e-2 3.1e-2 2.8e-2 

Kth (MPa √𝑚) 8 10 9 

𝛽𝑠 1.07 1.25 1.16 

F - - 0.93 

 

According to NUREG report (NUREG/CR-6365, 1996), the SG tubes are plugged when the Through Wall 

Depth (TWD) exceeds 40% of the nominal tube wall thickness ts,nom. In (Lewandowski, et al., 2016), it is 

assumed that plugging is necessary when the depth-to-length ratio (ts/a) of the crack is equal to 1/3: being  ts,nom 

= 1.27 mm and the maximum TWDlim = 0.51 mm, we assume a plugging limit  with respect to crack length alim 

equal to 1.52 mm (see Figure 2).Therefore, when a reaches alim = 1.52 mm, the tube where that crack has 

propagated must be plugged as soon as it is detected when inspected, to avoid reaching the critical crack length 

acr (i.e., the spontaneous SGTR is induced). It is worth mentioning that acr is calculated from Eq. 5: 

𝛥𝑃 =
𝑃𝑏

𝑚
=  

𝑃𝑏

0.614 + 0.481𝜙+ 0.386𝑒−1.25𝜙        (5) 

where Pb is the burst pressure of an unflawed virgin tube, mb is the bulging factor, and 𝜙 =
1.82 𝑎𝑐𝑟

√2𝑑−𝑡𝑠
 

(NUREG/CR-6664 , 2000). The critical crack length acr, therefore, changes in time depending on the actual 



work load of the plant and the pressure difference, W and ΔP, respectively (that, incidentally, also influences 

K, and in turn, 
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑡
). Therefore, we can claim that plugging may not be always the optimal decision, because 

costly and not always effective for controlling the SGTR occurrence (EPRI, 1996): Indeed, plugging reduces 

the heat transfer surface and the primary system mass flow rate, and increases the actual ΔP (facilitating the 

crack propagation as shown in (Di Maio, et al., 2018)); large amount of plugging also reduces the reactor 

nominal power and generates economic losses (Pla, et al., 2013). This problem is overlooked by regulation but 

can be improved by the application of CB-PSA to support maintenance decisions, as we shall see in what 

follows. In practice, the optimized condition-based plugging strategy introduced in (Di Maio, et al., 2018), 

consists in plugging tubes when the identified crack at inspection time t is calculated to exceed acr within the 

t-th cycle and t+1-th cycle of length 2 years with more than 1% probability (see (Di Maio, et al., 2018) for 

further details), instead of when the cracks exceed the plugging limit alim, as regulation would suggest.  

 

Figure 2: Plugging limit of a crack induced by SCC 

2.2.2. Pitting 

Pitting is a local corrosion mechanism which typically occurs at the tube surface where pre-existing defects 

are incidentally generated by surface machining and whose growth is accelerated by impurities (Valor, et al., 

2007). Pitting can be modeled as a two steps stochastic process: pit initiation and pit growth (Ishihara, et al., 

2008; Navidi & Shayer, 2018). Pit initiates when breakdown occurs in the passive layer of the metal surface 

and consequent metal dissolution takes place, whereas pit growth occurs when corrosion radially penetrates 



the tube wall and creates small holes (Hong, 1999; Turnbull, et al., 2006).  

For pit initiation, stochastic models are proposed based on Non-Homogeneous Poisson Processes (NHPP): let 

the number of initiated pits N(t) at time t (for all the SG tubes surface area) follow a NHPP (Datla, et al., 2008; 

Yuan, et al., 2009; Zhou & Zhai, 2011) with a power law intensity function λ(t) = αtβ−1,  where α and β are the 

scale and shape parameters taken equal to 0.0014 and 4.526, respectively, as in (Datla, et al., 2008) where the 

pitting initiation process is modeled for a SG that has similar specifications (height, length, surface area, …) 

and properties (material, working pressure and temperature, …) to those of Zion NPP. The expected number 

Λ(t) of initiated pits at time t is: 

Λ(t) = ∫ 𝜆(𝑠)𝑑𝑠 
𝑡

0
 =  

𝛼

𝛽
 tβ           (6) 

and the expected number m of pits initiated within the two successive inspection cycles t+1 and t (of length 2 

years): 

𝑚 = 𝛬(𝑡 + 1) − 𝛬(𝑡) =
𝛼
𝛽

 ((𝑡 + 1)
𝛽

− 𝑡𝛽)         (7) 

The number n of pits that are initiated during the t-th cycle follows a Poisson distribution: 

Pr{N(t+1) − N(t) = n} = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−[𝛬(𝑡 + 1) −  𝛬(𝑡)])
[𝛬(𝑡+1)− 𝛬(𝑡)]𝑛

𝑛!
         (8) 

Figure 3 shows the cumulative number of pits initiated at each inspection cycle t, and the 5% and 95% 

percentiles (i.e. a two-sided 90% confidence interval). 

 

Figure 3: A two-sided 90% confidence interval for the number of initiated pits, at each SG inspection cycle 

Following the initiation of a small pit, we use the model in (Turnbull, et al., 2006) to simulate the pit growth 

in time. The pit growth is modelled as a one-dimensional radial degradation in the wall depth direction. As 

soon as the through-wall depth of the pit exceeds a specific threshold, failure of the tube will occur (Datla, et 



al., 2008).  The radial growth rate g(x) of the pit size x [m] in through-wall direction is equal to: 

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑔(𝑥) =  𝛿𝛾

1

𝛿 𝑥(1−
1

𝛿 
)
         (9) 

x = 𝛾𝑡𝛿            (10) 

where γ and δ are fitting parameters experimentally calculated: γ is assumed to be distributed as a truncated 

positive normal distribution with mean value equal to 0 and standard deviation equal to 1.36e-5, and δ is taken 

as a constant equal to 0.064, (Luo, et al., 2016)). 

Plugging must be enforced when the Through Wall Depth (TWD), x/ts,nom reaches 40% (NUREG/CR-6365, 

1996), meaning that plugging is done when x penetrates 40% of the tube thickness ts,nom to avoid it reaches the 

failure threshold TWDcr = 95% obtained by reference to the operational experience in (Datla, et al., 2008): a 

small pit that may exceed the failure threshold TWDcr would trigger a SGTR accident scenario (NUREG/CR-

6365, 1996). Moreover, regulation recommends performing Water Lancing and Chemical Cleaning (WL-CC) 

at least once in Tm, not only for reducing the corrosive environment during SG operation, due to the large 

concentration of chlorides and sulfites in deposit, but also for improving the heat transfer rate of the tubes 

(EPRI, 1996). By WL-CC, sludges are removed and, consequently, pits initiation is temporarily slowed down 

to 80% (EPRI, 2003; Datla, et al., 2008; Yuan, et al., 2009). However, there is no theoretical evidence that 

changes to the SG operational conditions can modify the growth parameters (Navidi & Shayer, 2018), although 

cracks formed by pitting propagate slower than those induced by SCC. Then, in this work, we assume pitting 

is controlled only by WL-CC (and not also by plugging).  

3.  MAINTENANCE OPTIMIZATION BASED ON CB-PSA 

SG degradation can be counteracted by plugging the tubes (Diercks, et al., 1999) or by WL-CC (P.J.Millett & 

Welty, 2012). These strategies can be enforced at each inspection time t, but at a cost. We denote the budgetary 

constraint as Bc for each cycle and as B(t) for the cumulative available budget at cycle t. The risk measures 

updated at each inspection by the CB-PSA are utilized to evaluate the risk due to the different degradation 

mechanisms and prioritize the activities of maintenance. On the basis of the CDF estimates relative to SCC 

and pitting provided by CB-PSA at each inspection, the operator chooses the balance of plugging and WL-CC 

to perform on the SG tubes, so as to trade off cost (up to the maximum affordable cost B(t)) and risk at each t-

th cycle.  



The cost of WL-CC is assumed to be 5 times the initial budget (Bc) of each cycle (Burgmayer, 2001); the 

plugging cost depends on the number of tubes that must be plugged: if the number of plugged tubes is smaller 

than 300 tubes it is equal to 0.2Bc, otherwise the cost is 0.6Bc (Wade, 1995). 

The novel framework (sketched in Figure 4) for simultaneously considering pitting and SCC and deciding on 

the most proper budget of maintenance activities, consists of four nested steps, namely degradation modelling, 

risk prioritization, cost assessment and decision making. In practice, starting from inspection cycle t = 1 

1. Set the operational conditions that are expected to be experienced by the SG up to the next cycle t+1, 

i.e., the number of available tubes Ntb, the actual pressure difference ΔP, the water chemistry and the 

sludge content (that affect α and β of Eq. 5); 

▪ a.1. Define acr, depending to the operational conditions (see Eq. 5); 

▪ a.2. Simulate the SCC microcracks generation and their propagation up to the next cycle t+1 

(see Eqs. 2 & 3): First, the probability of a crack onset and formation (i.e., the probability that the 

crack length reaches the limit beyond which it propagates) is calculated by the convolution of the 

two distributions of onset (Eq. 2) and formation (N ~ (9.3, 3.2) years). Then, the crack is 

propagated by Eq. 3 up to the next cycle t+1; 

▪ a.3. Simulate the SCC progression of the existing cracks up to the next cycle t+1 (see Eq. 3); 

▪ a.4. Calculate the number of tubes Np(t) that should be plugged, according to the optimized 

condition-based plugging strategy presented in (Di Maio, et al., 2018) (i.e., tubes are plugged 

only if the crack length x exceeds acr, with probability larger than 1%); 

▪ a.5. Calculate the number of tubes F(t) with cracks exceeding acr if no plugging is enforced 

and the corresponding CDFSCC (t), as follows (Di Maio, et al., 2018): 

  𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑆𝐶𝐶(𝑡) =  𝑓𝑆𝐺𝑇𝑅(𝑡)  × 
𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐

𝑓𝑆𝐺𝑇𝑅
     (11)  

 Assuming Ntb(t) is the number of tubes available at cycle t, and these tubes are independent, 

fSGTR(t) is the frequency of SGTR occurrence at cycle t: 

  𝑓𝑆𝐺𝑇𝑅(𝑡) = 1 − ∏ (1 −𝑁𝑡𝑏(𝑡) 𝑓𝑇𝑅(𝑡))     (12) 

where fTR is the expected tube rupture frequency between cycles t and t +1: 

  𝑓𝑇𝑅(𝑡) =
𝐹(𝑡)+

1

2

𝑡∙𝑁𝑡𝑏(𝑡)
       (13) 
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fTR(t) is a function of the number of available tubes Ntb(t) at cycle t and the number of tubes 

F(t) with cracks exceeding acr. Since F(t) and Ntb(t) are changing in time based on the 

maintenance strategy that is enforced, the value of fTR(t) should be accordingly updated, which 

results in the change of 𝑓𝑆𝐺𝑇𝑅(𝑡) in time. 

▪ b.1. Define TWDcr depending on the operational conditions; 

▪ b.2. Simulate pits initiation and their stochastic growth up to the next cycle t+1 (see Eqs. 6, 7, 

and 8); 

▪ b.3. Simulate the progression of the existing pits up to the next cycle t+1 (see Eq. 9); 

▪ b.4. Calculate the number of tubes F(t) with pits exceeding TWDcr if no WL-CC is enforced 

and compute the CDFP (t), as follows: 

  𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑃(𝑡) =  𝑓𝑆𝐺𝑇𝑅(𝑡)  ×  
𝐶𝐷𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐

𝑓𝑆𝐺𝑇𝑅
     (14)  

where fSGTR (t) is calculated as in Eqs. 12 & 13 and is updated in each cycle based on the current 

properties of the tubes, as explained in section a.5. 

c.1. Compare CDFSCC (t) and CDFP (t) for risk prioritization: 

 

▪ c.2. If CDFSCC (t) ≤ CDFstatic or CDFP (t) ≤ CDFstatic, there is no need to perform plugging or WL-CC, 

respectively. 

✓ if CDFSCC (t) ≥ CDFP (t) and CDFSCC (t) > CDFstatic, priority goes to plugging to counteract SCC; 

▪ d.1. if Np (t) ≥ 300, then the maintenance cost is C(t)=0.6Bc. 

▪ d.2. else if Np (t)  < 300, then C(t) = 0.2Bc. 

▪ d.3. set saved budget S(t) = B(t)-C(t), if it is decided to perform plugging; then, 

if S(t) ≥ 5.0Bc, WL-CC can be performed. 

✓ else if CDFSCC < CDFP and CDFP > CDFstatic, then priority goes to WL-CC to counteract pitting. 

▪ d.4. Set C(t)=5Bc 

▪ d.5. set S(t) = B(t)- C(t), if it is decided to perform WL-CC. 

▪ d.6. Then, if Np (t) ≥ 300 and S(t) ≥ 0.6Bc, plugging can be performed. 

▪ d.7. else if Np (t) < 300 and S(t) ≥ 0.2Bc, plugging can be performed. 
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e.1. Take decision: 

✓ If priority is for plugging and B(t) ≥ C(t), then perform plugging and set S(t) = B(t)- C(t).  

▪ Then, if no WL-CC has been performed before, and S(t) ≥ 5Bc, perform WL-

CC, and set S(t) = S(t)- 5Bc and C(t) = C(t)+ 5Bc. 

✓ If priority is for WL-CC and B(t) ≥ C(t) and no WL-CC has been performed before, then 

perform WL-CC and set S(t) = B(t)- C(t).  

▪ then, if Np (t) ≥ 300 and S(t) ≥ 0.6Bc, perform plugging, and set S(t) = S(t)- 

0.6Bc and C(t) = C(t)+ 0.6Bc. 

▪ else, if Np (t) < 300 and S(t) ≥ 0.2Bc, plugging can be performed, and set S(t) 

= S(t)- 0.2Bc and C(t) = C(t)+ 0.2Bc. 

There may be cases when the budget is not sufficient for performing maintenance. Therefore, the 

maintenance is postponed to the next inspection cycle, accepting the risk of not performing 

maintenance. 

2. At the end of each inspection cycle t, set B(t+1) = S(t)+Bc and t=t+1 to repeat the framework for the 

next cycles, depending on the decisions taken, by setting: 

▪ the number of available tubes Ntb (as in Eq. 15) if plugging is performed. 

   𝑁𝑡𝑏(𝑡 + 1) =  𝑁𝑡𝑏(𝑡) − 𝑁𝑝(𝑡)        (15) 

where Np(t) is the number of plugged tubes. 

▪ the pressure difference ΔP (as in Eq. 16) if plugging is performed. 

  𝛥𝑃 (𝑡 + 1) =  𝑃𝑖𝑛(1 +
𝑁𝑝(𝑡)

𝑁𝑡𝑏(𝑡)
× 0.4)𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑛𝑜𝑚      (16) 

because ΔP increases when the number of plugged tubes Np(t) increases. 
 

▪ the number of initiated pits based on the improved environment after cleaning, which affects α and β 

of Eqs. 6 and 7 if WL-CC is performed  
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Figure 4: Flowchart of the risk-informed maintenance decision strategy 



4.  CASE STUDY 

The SG of the Zion NPP with the properties described in Section 2.2 is considered. At each cycle, 

(inspection time) t, starting from t = 1, with the operational conditions of the SG in Tables 1 and 2, 

the failure thresholds of acr and TWDcr are set. The generation of microcracks and their growth 

progression are simulated up to the next cycle t+1 for SCC. At the same time, the pit initiation and 

stochastic growth of pits are stochastically simulated up to cycle t+1. The CDF estimates obtained at 

each inspection cycle, with the maintenance managed as explained in Section 3, are plotted in Figure 

5: the bold continuous line is the estimated CDFSCC(t) and the dashed line is CDFP(t). For comparison, 

CDFstatic is plotted in the dashed-dotted line. The values of CDFSCC(t) and CDFP(t) are calculated for 

each cycle to prioritize the maintenance activity, and the associated costs are used to inform the 

decision maker regarding the maintenance to be performed to counteract the most dangerous 

degradation.  It should be noted that the value of CDFSCC(t) increases in time until the 7th cycle and, 

then, decreases until it reaches an almost constant value at the last cycles. This is due to the fact that 

most of the cracks due to SCC are generated at the earliest cycles of the SG operation, as shown in 

Figure 3 of (Di Maio et al 2018) and, then, the probability of crack onset in a given cycle reduces 

with time. Therefore, as the operational time increases, the probability of crack onset and formation 

reduces as well. On the other hand, tubes that were plugged do not impair the SG integrity, resulting, 

as a whole, in the CDFscc(t) decreasing in time. 



 
Figure 5: CDF estimates when CB-PSA estimates are used to prioritize maintenance 

From inspection cycle t=1 to t=4, CDFSCC (t) < CDFstatic and CDFP (t) < CDFstatic; therefore, there is 

no need to perform any maintenance. On the other hand, at inspection time t = 5, CDFSCC(t) > CDFP(t) 

making plugging the prioritized maintenance to counteract SCC. At cycle t=6, plugging is still the 

preferred maintenance activity, but since the available budget B(t=6)=5.8Bc is enough for both 

plugging and WL-CC (cost C(t=6)=5.2Bc), both maintenances activities are performed, reducing the 

savings to S(t=6)=0.6Bc as shown in Figure 6 where the total maintenance cost for each cycle C(t) 

(continuous line), the cumulative savings S(t) accumulated up to the current cycle t (dashed line), and 

the available budget of each cycle B(t) (dotted line) are shown. At any following cycles plugging is 

performed. 



 

Figure 6: Comparison of the total cost of maintenance for each cycle C(t) (continuous line), the cumulative saved money 

accumulated from previous cycles S(t) (dashed line) and the available budget of each cycle B(t).  

 

Figure 7 shows the ratio between C(t) and B(t) (continuous line) and S(t) and B(t) (dashed-dotted 

line). At cycle 6, 90% of the available budget B(t) is spent for maintenance. This budget is the result 

of savings accumulated in the first 5 cycles and is more than 90% of the available budget (dashed-

dotted line from t=1 to 5).  

 

Figure 7: The ratio of risk-informed maintenance cost to available budget C(t)/B(t) (continuous line) and savings per available budget 

S(t)/B(t) (dashed-dotted line). 

Figure 8 shows the resulting CDFMD,SCC of SCC (dashed line with crosses) and CDFMD,P (dashed line) 

of pitting upon enforcement of the optimal maintenance at each cycle t and compares it with the 

traditional CDFstatic (dashed-dotted line), the CDFNRC,SCC (continuous line), that would result from the 



enforcement of the NRC guidelines for plugging (i.e. exceeding the crack length of 1.52 mm in case 

of SCC) and the CDFNRC,P (continuous line with circles) resulting from performing one WL-CC in 

the lifetime of the SG at cycle 15. It can be seen that: i) CDFMD,SCC is zero at all cycles because of 

implementing plugging that never lets a crack to reach the failure threshold acr, ii) CDFMD,P initially 

increase and, then, decreases at cycle 11 thanks to the WL-CC performed  at 6th cycle, iii) the positive 

effect of WL-CC at the 15th cycle for the NRC method is visible in CDFNRC,P, after the 20th cycle, iv) 

CDFNRC,P and  CDFNRC,SCC are larger than CDFstatic, because they are the realistic risk measures 

updated by the plant conditions after each inspection cycle, v) for SCC, the CDFMD,SCC values with 

maintenance performed based on the CB-PSA results is always lower than its corresponding value 

CDFNRC,SCC, where maintenance follows the NRC recommendations. For pitting, CDFMD,P, is always 

lower than its corresponding value CDFNRC,P, until the 25th cycle, and almost equal to it at the next 

cycles.  These evidences show the beneficial effects of the proposed CB-PSA framework for 

maintenance decision making. 

 

Figure 8: Comparison of CDF for multiple degradation mechanisms with different maintenance strategies. 

Figure 9 shows the cumulative CDF when both pitting and SCC are considered as SGTR initiating 

events, and NRC procedures (NUREG/CR-6365, 1996) (solid line) or CB-PSA driven maintenance 

decisions (dashed line) are followed. The proposed methodology controls better the escalation of the 

CDF as the NPP ages (CDFNRC is larger than CDFMD). It should also be noted that CDFNRC is 



dynamically changing and at most cycles is larger than CDFstatic (dashed-dotted red line), because the 

CDFNRC is realistically estimated with updated plant conditions.  As previously shown in (Di Maio, 

et al., 2018), risk measures are underestimated by the traditional static method (i.e. CDFstatic).  

 

Figure 9: Comparison of CDF of the NRC procedure (solid line) with the CB-PSA driven maintenance decisions (dashed line). 

Moreover, following the NRC guidelines (NUREG/CR-6365, 1996): i) the tubes should be plugged when the 

cracks exceed the failure threshold for both degradation mechanisms of pitting and SCC and ii) at least one 

WL-CC is recommended within the lifetime of the SG (here set to be performed at cycle 15).  The advantage 

of the proposed methodology over the conventional NRC method, in terms of cost, is presented in 

Figure 10, where enforcing the NRC method gives 65% higher total cumulative maintenance cost 

∑ 𝐶(𝑡)30
𝑡=1  at the end of the NPP life in comparison to our proposed maintenance methodology. 

Therefore, the proposed method not only leads lower risk than the NRC requirement (see Figure 9), 

but also smaller cost. 



 

Figure 10: Comparison between the cumulative cost of maintenance in CB-PSA driven maintenance and NRC enforcement. 

 
4.1. Sensitivity analysis  

In this Section, we analyze the effects of different hypotheses of the cost model as summarized in 

Table 4. 

Table 4: Different cost hypotheses 

Maintenance type Smallest cost Average cost Largest cost 

WL-CC 5.0 Bc 7.5 Bc 10.0 Bc 

Plugging more than 300 tubes in a cycle 0.6 Bc 0.8 Bc 1.0 Bc 

Plugging less than 300 tubes in a cycle 0.2 Bc 0.35 Bc 0.5 Bc 

 

A combination of 27 possible cost models are generated and used as hypotheses within the framework 

of maintenance decision making described in Section 3. 

Figure 11 shows the cost of maintenance for the 27 cases. The Figure shows the ratio of the 

cumulative cost at cycle t (∑ 𝐶(𝑖)𝑡
𝑖=1 ) to the cumulative budget at cycle t (𝐵𝑐 × ∑ 𝑖𝑡

𝑖=1 ). Generally 

speaking, it can be seen that the sooner WL-CC is performed the lower probability of SGTR failure 

due to pitting, although WL-CC is only affordable for 6 out of the 27 cost models at nearest eligible 

time which is cycle 6 (i.e., those with cheapest WL-CC cost equal to 5.0 Bc (solid lines)). In particular, 

as shown in Figure 11, for two cases WL-CC is affordable at cycle 7 (diamond-lines), for one case at 

cycle 9 (green circled-lines), continuing postponing it (dashed lines), cycle by cycle, until the most 



expensive case where the WL-CC can be performed only at cycle 18 (line with crosses).  

 

 

 

Figure 11: The ratio of the cumulative maintenance cost at each cycle t to the cumulative budget at each cycle t, for 27 cost 

scenarios. 

The CDFMD,P values for different cost scenarios of  Figure 11 are shown in Figure 12, with the same 

line styles in both Figures. The cheapest cost scenarios are related to the six cases where WL-CC is 

performed at cycle 6 with the solid line representing the lowest CDFMD,P. In the remaining cases, since 

WL-CC is postponed due to shortage of funding, the SG is exposed to an increase of pitting-initiated 

SGTR scenarios and, consequently, CDFMD,P increases as shown in Figure 12: the diamond line 

represents the second cheapest two scenarios, the circled line represents the third cheapest one 

scenario and, finally, the crossed line represents the highest cost scenario, which also has the highest 

CDFMD,P.  



 

Figure 12: CDFMD,P values resulted from 27 maintenance cost scenarios 

Figure 13 compares the cost of the NRC maintenance (solid lines) with that of our proposed method (dotted 

lines) in the 27 different cost scenarios, in terms of the ratio of the cumulative cost at cycle t (∑ 𝐶(𝑖)𝑡
𝑖=1 ) 

to the cumulative budget at cycle t (𝐵𝑐 × ∑ 𝑖𝑡
𝑖=1 ). As it can be seen, in 12 out of 27 cases the NRC 

maintenance is not affordable because the available budget (dashed line) is exceeded. On the contrary, the 

proposed methodology manages the maintenance cost in all the possible cost scenarios. 

 

Figure 13: The ratio of the cumulative maintenance cost at each cycle t to the cumulative budget at each cycle t,  for 27 cost 

scenarios using CB-PSA decision maintenance (dotted lines) and the NRC method (solid lines). Dashed line is the threshold when the 

costs exceed the budget. 

 

Figure 14 shows the integral CDF of pitting and SCC. Only 3 out of 27 cases of very expensive maintenance 

costs (crossed line and two dashed lines) result in CDF values higher than for the NRC guided maintenance 



(dotted line), but this latter is not affordable (Figure 13). In all other cases, the total CDF is less than the NRC’s 

value. 

 

Figure 14: Comparison of CDF values of the NRC procedure with that of CB-PSA driven maintenance decisions in different cost 

scenarios. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, condition monitoring is integrated in the systematic framework of PSA for updating accident 

probabilities and estimating their consequences based on the predicted degradation states. This allows a 

“living” prioritization of the risks that impact the lifecycle asset management in the short, middle, and long 

terms, and a proactive management of them by allowing the decision makers to take real-time decisions on the 

optimal maintenance strategy to prevent accidents and balance the maintenance budget expenditure. It is worth 

mentioning that any suggested decision by CB-PSA framework should be ultimately verified with the 

Regulatory Guides (RG) (e.g., RG 1.174 in the US) for regulatory approval. To show the methodology, the 

CB-PSA has been used to inform maintenance decisions (plugging and WL-CC) for controlling the risk of 

SGTR initiated by multiple degradation mechanisms, namely SCC and pitting.  

Based on the results of the application on the case study of multiple SG tubes degradation mechanisms with 

Zion NPP parameters, it can be concluded that the proposed methodology can not only significantly reduce 

the risk of SGTR but also lower the maintenance cost. 
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